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Objectives:

� Development of a high-voltage and multi-cell diagnostic tool for the measurement of impedance sp ectra.
� Application of Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) and Cy clic Voltammetry (CV) on Fuel Cell stack .

Experimental results:

� Development of new methods to improve the lifetime expectancy of Fuel Cell system :

� Impedancemeter principle :

� Voltammetry experiments :

� Common potential mode 300 V,

� Voltage acquisition up to 300 V,

� Current acquisition up to 450 A ,

� 32 acquisition ways (1* I + 31* U),

� High precision DAC ( 26 bits ),

� Good accuracy of the system (excepted
for low impedance values coupled to a high
frequency range), 

� F. bandwidth ( 6.7 mHz to 10 kHz),

� Cost ~ 20 k€.

� I= 15 A and T= 30°°°°C, dried conditions,

� Simultaneous acquisition of one cell and 
stack spectra,

� Stack impedances are close and do not 
depend on time parameter (which allows cell  
impedance comparison),

� Large dispersion in cell impedance 
spectra due to stack design and cell position.

Drift conditions

� I= 25 A and T= 40°°°°C, dried conditions,

� Unstable conditions : stack impedances 
change with acquisition time
(cell comparison is not possible),

� Larger dispersion in cell impedance 
spectra due to stack design, cell position  
and set of parameters.

- Electrochemical active area = 38.94  m².Pt / g.Pt

- Slew rate = 120 mV/s

Experimental details

� 3 cell stack,

� T= 25°°°°C, HRair= 90%, HRH2= 35%,

� Umin = 50 mV ; Umax = 2.4 V,

���� Determination of the true electrochemical 
active area ,

� Determination of the membrane state of 
health (permeability of the membrane to 
hydrogen molecules).

- Crossover current = 1.12 mA/cm²

- Equivalent hydrogen flux = 5.82 10 -9 mole/s/cm²

- Slew rate = 6 mV/s

- Electrical short resistance = 7286 Ohm ⋅⋅⋅⋅cm²

Amplitude error ≤≤≤≤ 0.5 %

Amplitude error ≤≤≤≤ 5 %

Amplitude error ≥≥≥≥ 10 %

� Impedancemetry results :


